
Deliver secure, easy access to 
case materials in the cloud 

A unique set of case preparation and presentation features 

The platform, powered by CaseLines, gives you the tools to organize, share, review and 
present documentary and multimedia case materials in a single cloud-based repository. 

Organize 

All files uploaded are automatically 
indexed and fully searchable. In a single 
browser you can view case documents, 
PDFs, images and multimedia. 

Present 

Direct others to the right page with 
purpose-built presentation 
tools that allow you to present documents 
and multimedia within the browser.  

Prepare 

Provide access to case materials 
according to permissions. Easily locate 
key case materials, timestamp media, add 
notes, redact and mark exhibits. 

Courts are the key institution to building fair, effective, and dependable justice, but are 
challenged by disconnected systems, increasing caseloads and rising case backlogs. 
Thomson Reuters latest solution reduces demands for continuations and other delays by making 
materials instantly available to all parties in the cloud. Cases progress more quickly with intuitive, 
easy-to-use markup tools, integrated case presentation, increased search efficiency, and an 
intuitive design that requires fewer clicks to find case materials. 

Refocus time with tools that allow you to concentrate on the advocacy versus the administration 
of justice. By connecting case preparation and presentation customers report:
• Up to a 50% reduction in the number of hearings required to conclude a case
• Reduced workload for judges and staff with a common book of case materials
• More productive hearings with a single cloud solution for courtroom presentation

"I cannot overemphasize how much of a game-changer CaseLines is. CaseLines will allow us to spend more time 
dealing with the substance of the matters before us and less time on trying to sort through reams of paper just to 
find the one document we were looking for." 
Chief Justice Morawetz, Chief Justice of the Superior Court of Justice, Ontario, Canada  



Connect Case Preparation 
and  Presentation 

Maintain Case Control 

Bring together case documents and media into 
one platform. Everything uploaded is 
automatically paginated, indexed and fully 
searchable for faster case review. 

Powerful Search Tools 

Search across all case materials, including 
handwritten documents and images, with 
Boolean and natural language search 
capabilities. 

Smarter Annotation 
Notes stay in place even as new documents are 
added so you can start annotating your case 
earlier. Keep notes private, share with 
colleagues or all case parties. 

Admit Evidence 
With all files in one place you can admit 
documents, PDFs, images, video and audio into 
evidence in one platform. All without leaving 
your browser. 

Direct 
Ensure everyone is always on the same page. 
Direct everyone in a hearing to the right page 
of the case at the touch of a button, in real 
time. 

User Specific View 

Create subsets of case materials holding 
selected files. Create subsets for disclosure, 
exhibit lists or a witness file ensuring users only 
see materials they are permitted to view. 

Secure Share 

Invite your team into each case. Users are 
notified as new materials are added to the case 
so you always know you are working from the 
latest case file. 

Compare materials 
Easily compare case materials with side-by-side 
review. Place documents, video or audio side by 
side to build your case and add hyperlinks to 
connect case materials as you review. 

Redact 

The in-built redaction suite allows you to search 
and redact key terms across your entire case. 
Users can even label redactions for efficient 
review. 

Watch 
Watch videos within the case with no need to 
leave your browser. In a hearing play, pause, 
jump forward and back in unison with no need 
for DVDs or third party players. 

To find out how you can increase 
productivity in case preparation and 
presentation visit 
tr.com/evidencesharing. 
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https://legal.thomsonreuters.com/en/c/digital-evidence-center?cid=9002037&sfdccampaignid=7014O000000va54QAA
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